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The Biophilia Hypothesis was originally referred to (Wilson, 1984) as an ‘innate tendency to focus on 

life and lifelike processes’, meaning that we gain the most satisfaction from processes that mimic the 

nature of life on many levels, be they cognitive or emotional. Since then, the biophilia hypothesis has 

been applied to many areas of life, including mental health (White & Heerwagen, 2013). This is 

largely due to refinements in the theory by people like Wilson & Kellert (1993) where Wilson stated 

that biophilia was a complex set of learned behaviours and processes based on our connection to 

nature. These learnings are split into biophilia, which are positive learnings and ‘approach’ behaviours 

and biophobia which are negative learnings with ‘avoid’ behaviours (Ulrich, 1993). Wilson claims the 

opposite of writers like Fisher (2003) who believe our connection to nature is replaced by technology, 

but argues that our biophilic feelings atrophy and are integrated into our cultural systems as 

exemplified by zoos and nature based attractions. In terms of its application to mental health, the 

ability to live, think and learn healthily and live with ones emotions and the reactions of others in a 

consistent manner (Herman et al, 2001), in contemporary society is clear; biophilic and biophobic 

tendencies are a marker of culture (Wilson, 1993) and if we take the assumptions made by various 

commentators (Foucault, 1964; Horwitz, 2002; Rind & Yuill, 2012) that mental health is a product of 

its culture, the connection is clearer still.  The problems of mental health are shown to be increasing 

the world over (Desjarlais et al, 1995), whilst biophilia as a hypothesis can answer this to a degree, it 

provides many other answers, namely to do with the origin of many of these conditions that we are 

experiencing.  

Fears and phobias are a cornerstone of mental health (Agras, Sylvester & Oliveau, 1969) forming the 

root of many more severe mental health problems (Horwitz, 2002) and altering the way we go about 

our lives (Kessler, 2003). Those associated with animals and the environment are prevalent amongst 

them, with 40% of major phobia groups being based on environmental issues like tunnels or the 

ocean, or animal issues such as sharks or snakes, according to Torgersen (1979). These phobias shape 

the way we live our lives and if they become more extreme can severely inhibit how much living we 

actually do (Kessler, 2003). Seligman’s work (1970) suggests that we have an innate fear of 

landscapes and environs and that the most obvious of these is heights and high up places. This is 

because they have a relevant level of risk to humans (Ulrich, 1993) in that we die if we fall from 

them, but that the phobia of heights (acrophobia) is becoming harder to realise as the world becomes 

more and more industrialised (Ulrich, 1993). Other phobias and the behaviours related to 

environmental factors can be explained similarly such as agoraphobia (fear of open spaces) as a fear 

of being hunted easily (Nesse, 1987) and thalassaphobia (fear of the ocean, as mentioned above) has 

been linked to both agoraphobic conditions and acrophobic stimuli, and symptoms such as shallow 

breathing and limb freezing (Saeed & Bajwa, 2012) similar to that of panic attacks and can be treated 

in similar ways. We can see that these are to at least some degree innate and not learned as there are 
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more deaths per year from automobile incidents than falling from high places and they are more 

visible to us, yet we do not have a strong fear of cars at birth (White & Heerwagen, 2013).  

Fears associated with specific animals are prevalent in the human psyche, with Wilson (1984) noting 

one in particular; snakes, or as he puts it ‘the serpent’. Wilson describes the hyper contextualised 

version of a snake, that is ‘more evil’ than any snake in reality could be, and argues that it is a result 

of snakes being a predatory influence in ‘early hominids’, and as such as evolutionarily programmed 

to cause us fear. The point can however be made that we are no longer hunter-gatherers so why do we 

still fear snakes? (Ulrich, 1993). Cook & Minkea’s 1989 study of fear in rhesus monkeys holds some 

answers; lab bred naïve animals held no fear for reptiles until shown wild monkeys expressing intense 

fear of snakes and lizards, and as such the lab bred monkeys even feared toys representing snakes. 

This shows that whilst we have a natural ingrained tendency toward certain phobias (Cook & Minkea, 

1989) the fears that we hold are also kept in place through our cultural make up and learned reactions 

from peers, the same way they would have been transmitted in hunter-gatherer societies (Lundberg, 

2013), to this end it can be seen that biophobia in relation to predatory animals, including the fight or 

flight complex (Dunn, 2010) is both evolutionary and cultural (Lundberg, 2013).  

This said, fear of small animals like insects is more common than that of large ones, with 

arachnophobia effecting approximately 6% of the human population (Schmitt & Muri, 2009), and 

presents us with a different set of anxiety responses (Webb & Davey, 1992). These types of phobias 

are based on disgust sensitivity (Phillips et al, 1998), a specific difficulty in regulating disgust (Cisler, 

Olatunji & Lohr, 2009), and are the basis of most anxiety conditions like social phobias or obsessive 

compulsive complaints (Phillips, 1998) sharing symptoms with this level of biophobia. Rozin & 

Fallon (1987) argue that disgust was an evolutionary avoidance reaction of preventing humans from 

ingestion what they termed ‘negative pathogens’, like disease. Rozin and Fallon argue that we have 

built our culture around this avoidance reaction to enforce them actively, shown through what we 

choose to eat and the way we deal with hygiene and animals (Haidt et al, 1997). The relevance to 

biophobia of disgust is that disgust is almost always animal based (Rozin & Fallon, 1987) with the 

perceived ‘slime’ of snakes or the crawling of bugs provoking avoidance reactions as they could 

denote the previously mentioned negative pathogens, which is why faecal matter of both animals and 

humans provokes the strongest disgust reaction (Rozin & Fallon, 1987). As such, Ulrich (1993) states 

we have the strongest reaction to the ‘serpent’ as it provokes both a predatory fear response and 

disgust response, making its biophobic level far greater than many other animals.  

Biophobias relevance to modern life is twofold, firstly as Lundberg (2013) shows we have formed our 

culture around phobias from both animals and environmental factors that have shaped the way we 

react to stimuli of contemporary society (Serpell, 2004) that wouldn’t be relevant in the original 

evolutionary setting. The avoidance reaction is key to phobias and is seen on a macro scale, with 

prevalence of pest control and on a micro scale with people developing conditions like obsessive 

compulsive cleaning habits (Matchett & Davey, 1991). This said humans are demonstrably shown to 

be sensation seeking (Zuckerman, 1979) even those who are neophobic (scared of new experiences, 

Haidt, McCauley & Rozin, 1993) and as such we try to defy our inbuilt biophobia and this in turn 

explains the nature of high rise cityscapes or choosing to live by the sea (Haidt et al, 1997). It is 

however argued that as we lose the biophilic part of our evolutionary psychology, we begin to 

experience more biophobias, as we become disconnected from their source (Wilson, 1993) as they 

may become ‘watered down’ through our expanding population.  

In contrast to the concept of biophobia, is biophilia and its positivity. White & Keerwagen (2013) 

state that less is written about these positive aspects of biophilia because the payoffs are not as dire, as 

in if we fail to acknowledge a biophobic response, we are in danger of dying. This is combined with 

the problem that much of ecopsychology faces in general that a wealth of its evidence, especially from 



 

treatment programmes has been anecdotal rather than empirical (Beyerstein, 1997) as Fisher (2003) 

and others like him argue it should be. 

Biophilia has two main implications for mental health, the first of these being treatments of both 

biophobia based conditions, but also of other mental health issues (Ulrich et al, 1991). There are a 

number of writers who claim the effectiveness of biophilic elements in treatment (Melson & Fine, 

2010) such as plants added to settings or animal integration, often at the same time. For this particular 

application of the biophilia hypothesis there is an effort to make evidence empirical, with well 

documented studies taking place as opposed to previously mentioned anecdotal evidence (Fine, 2010). 

A primary example of this is Melson’s 2001 study into ‘dearousal’ of stress and anxiety patients, his 

study used therapeutic interviews combined with playing with or watching animals. Melson found 

that the animal influences allowed for the levels of stress of anxiety to decrease in the individuals, 

whilst also allowing them to learn positive nurturing techniques to apply to themselves as calming 

mechanisms (Melson, 2001), and suggested that this is at least in part to do with our affiliation to 

positive animal influences (such as using dogs for hunting) in our biophilic past. Other researchers 

have confirmed the ‘dearousal’ concept, even before Melson. Golletz (1995) showed that biophilia 

helped to induce relaxation through a ‘passive positivity’ from natural stimuli, in this case being 

pictures and sound effects pitted against verbal relaxtion or silent ‘resting’. The nature stimuli used by 

Golletz (1995) allowed for a measurable reduction in anger and anxiety through self-reporting 

methods, showing a perceived difference in natural to human based stimuli, at the very least. With this 

in mind, Gullone (2000) points out that biophilia allows as to consider out mental health in a more 

complex way and as such think of more cures, but it has wider implications for the amount of 

pathologies that are now open to diagnosis (Gullone, 2000), which leads us to the second implication 

of biophilia on our mental health.  

As shown above, our environment can greatly influence our mental health, and when considered in 

the context of our environmental crisis, the implications are dire. It is argued that climate change itself 

effects our mental health in 2 distinct ways (Berry, Bowen & Kjellstrom, 2010), firstly is physical 

changes, through changes to the amount of sunlight we get effecting serotonin and other mood 

regulators (Lambert et al, 2002) and lifestyle alterations correlating with increased stress (Norgaard, 

2006). Secondly, these changes begin to weaken our sense of community (Berry, Bowen & 

Kjellstrom, 2010), with the argument being made that our physical environment and its effects on us 

are symbiotic with our social environment (Spaargarden & Mol, 1992). The concept of symbiosis is a 

strong one within ecopsychology (With Gaia being a heavily influence in the work of Roszak 1992) 

and is the foundation of much of biophilia writings since (Kellert, 1993). This symbiosis carries to 

animals as well as our environment, and Wilson (1993) states that the immense decline in our 

biodiversity (with a projected 20% decrease in the next 30 years) will harm the ‘spirit’ of our species 

(Wilson, 1993 p39), by this he implies an innate biophilic need for biodiversity for human mental 

health.  

All of this is compounded by the way in which humans live our lives in the modern day. Our urban 

environment has only been our home for around 300 years (Suzuki, 1997) in comparison to the highly 

ecological basis of firstly forests and scrubland but also farming communities with close association 

to nature, as informed by phenomenological dissociation as a theory explaining a care for nature and 

its processes occurring when we live and interact with these processes (Worthy, 2008). In terms of the 

biophilic implications of this, we can see that those who spend ‘too much’ time in these urban 

environs crave ‘contact with nature’ (Maller et al, 2006), and when they receive this contact it acts as 

a salve for their mental wellbeing. Maller et al (2006) suggest that this can be used in a collaborative 

effort of developers, health and social services as a way of honing our biophilic nature, through more 

open and greener spaces, into a more positive mental health structure, lest as Wilson (1993) fears, we 

lose the biophilic part of our mind through lack of stimuli in our everyday lives and lose the part of us 

he termed our ‘spirit’.  



 

Whilst biophilia is an influential concept in ecopsychology, there are arguments that it should be 

‘taken with a pinch of salt’ (Bone, 2009). The argument that Bone (2009) puts forward is that 

biophilia can be interpreted as biologically determinist, and as such it is in conflict with what we 

know of our social environment (Newton, 2007) the best example being behaviourism and its theories 

of conditioning (Bandura, 1965). Freudian theory is often criticised for similar reasons, and as the two 

share a focus on the unconscious (Roszak, 2008), some criticisms can ring true for both. It is argued 

that this kind of determinism attempts to precede and set limits on the effects of culture on the psyche 

(DeCecco & Elia, 1993), whereas there is a wealth of psychology indicating that cultural and social 

factors are hugely influential (van der Veer, 1996). It can be argued that many aspects of both 

biophilia and biophobia are learned, through theories like Banduras imitation of behaviour model 

(1965), if a family member is scared of spiders for example, their fear reaction may be imitated by a 

child and they acquire this fear. This expands into a cultural argument, as shown by Noe & Snow 

(1990), through different cultures (Hispanic & Non-Hispanic) experiencing a different level of 

sensitivity for the ecological concerns and natural environments, implying a cultural effect on this 

variable. Whilst these criticisms of biophilia are relevant, the field has taken some steps to address 

them; Kahn (1997) notes that cultural issues do play a role in the way we express biophilia, with it 

being more acceptable in some cultures compared to others.   

There are three major flaws with biophilic (and other evolutionary based explanations of behaviour) 

identified by Schlinger (1996: 72-73), these are validity/reliability, poor use/understanding of 

statistics and loose interpretations of data. By this Schlinger identifies that much of the data in 

biophilic research is difficult to replicate as the conclusions come to by researchers are hard to verify 

due to its overall lack of empirical research. Schlinger (1996) continues by arguing the problem with 

evolutionary basis for behavioural and emotional development is partly these methodological flaws in 

the way we test for the influence of these factors, and partly the lack of evidence supporting these 

arguments due to this flaw. This is compounded by the work of geneticist Futuyama (1979), who 

states that the field of genetics provides no means for ‘investigating the inheritance of an invariant 

trait’, which in this case is biophilia. Futuyama argues that making these kinds of claims is pointless 

as they are ‘untestable’ (1979), but does put forward the idea of instead of being a universal trait, 

traits like biophilia could be canalized in different cultures instead. This is supported by research such 

as that of Dobzhansky et al (1977), who found that instead of behavioural rigidity in reacting to 

natural stimuli, which is implied by biophilia, there is a degree of plasticity, with people reacting 

differently to stimuli, and sometimes not at all, showing a variance in responses, that would support a 

canalized theory of biophilia.  

The crux of this set of arguments against biophilia is the that correlational data does not imply 

causation (Neale & Liebert, 1973) and we do not understand the reactions, for example, in animal 

assisted therapy to draw conclusive evidence in favour of biophilia (Melson & Fine, 2013).  
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